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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Background: Sleep disturbances and pain are some of the most common problems
among burn patients, which have adverse effects on recovery process and patient
comfort. Given the use of music as a non-pharmacological approach to alleviate pain
and provide comfort, this study aimed to evaluate the effect of patient-selected music
on sleep quality and pain intensity in burn patients.
Methods: This clinical trial was conducted on burn patients hospitalized in one of the
hospitals of Tehran, Iran in 2015. In total, 50 patients were selected using randomized
convenience sampling and divided into two intervention (n=25) and control (n=25)
groups. Intervention was carried out for the intervention group through playing
instrumental music, selected by the patients, in three consecutive 45-minute sessions
before sleep. Severity of pain in the participants was evaluated for three nights (before
and five minutes after the intervention) using visual analog scale (VAS). In addition,
sleep quality of the samples was assessed three days before the intervention using
Pittsburgh sleep quality index (PSQI) and during the post-intervention days through
interviews. The mentioned scales were applied for the control group as well. Data
analysis was performed in SPSS version 18 using Chi-square, as well as paired and
independent t-tests.
Results: In this study, a significant improvement was observed in sleep quality
(P<0.001) and pain intensity (P=0.012) in the participants of intervention group after
listening to music. Moreover, a significant difference was observed between the study
groups after the intervention in terms of mean sleep quality score (P<0.001) and pain
intensity (P=0.046).
Conclusion: According to the results of this study, application of patient-selected
music therapy could be associated with a significant improve in sleep quality and
decrease in pain intensity in burn patients. Therefore, it is recommended that this
intervention approach be applied by healthcare providers and nurses.
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1. Introduction
Burn injuries are the fourth leading cause of
trauma and the most common cause of disability
and mortality across the world. Burn injuries are
associated with physical, psychological and
economic complications in different societies.1
Annual incidence of burn injuries has been
estimated at approximately 2.4 million cases in
different countries, 650,000 and 75,000 of which

require immediate treatment and hospitalization,
respectively. Moreover, 8,000-12,000 cases are
reported to lose their lives due to the complications
of burn injuries.2 Statistics suggest that in Iran, 1,129
patient referrals to Shahid Motahari Burns Hospital
in Tehran accounted for burn injuries during AprilNovember 2009, which is a significant number.3
Burn injuries may cause irreversible, chronic
complications; such examples are pain, anxiety,
disfigurement, depression, sleep disturbances, and
nightmares.1 Severe pain is a major complication
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associated with burn injuries, which might continue
until complete wound healing and recovery.4 Pain
management in burn patients is possible through the
administration of narcotic drugs at high doses, while
drug resistance might occur in some cases.3 Lack of
effective pain relief may lead to physiological and
psychosocial disorders and adversely affect the
adherence of patients to treatment.5 In addition, it
could give rise to depression, poor quality of life,
delayed wound healing, and sleep deprivation.2
Adequate rest and proper sleep are major
contributing factors for pain relief and accelerating
wound healing.6 As such, lack of pain relief and
untreated sleep deprivation intensify the pain of
burn injuries in the patients.5
In a study, Protacio (2010) claimed that over
50% of burn patients suffer from sleep disorders
during the treatment process, which have been
shown to prevail throughout life in some cases.
Some indications of the sleep disorders associated
with burn injuries are late sleep onset, early wakeup, disrupted sleep, poor sleep quality, nightmares,
and insomnia.7
Various pharmaceutical treatments are available
to reduce pain intensity and improve sleep
disturbances in burn patients. However, use of
medications is associated with numerous side
effects, including nausea and vomiting, drug
dependency, impaired memory and performance,
increased risk of falls, and respiratory arrest.8
Therefore, use of non-pharmacological pain
management therapies could be more beneficial in
this regard.6, 9 With few side effects, these
interventions are easily applied without any risk. In
addition, they do not require a specific time for
implementation or advanced equipment, and
patients are willing to receive these interventions as
well.10 Several studies have indicated that
complementary treatment methods, especially
cognitive behavioral therapies, are as effective as
pharmaceutical treatments and more likely to yield
long-term
effects.
Furthermore,
nonpharmacological pain management therapies are
associated with no drug-related complications (e.g.,
drug resistance or dependency).11 Although
complete pain relief might not be possible in patients
with burn injuries, available therapies in this regard
primarily aim to alleviate pain as much as possible.12
Music
therapy
is
a
common
nonpharmacological approach used to reduce pain in
different patients.13
According to the literature, musical interventions
involve the regular use of music in the provision,
maintenance and improvement of physical and
mental health, so that it would effectively alter the
emotions and behaviors of individuals even in the
most disturbing environments.14, 15 Listening to one’s

favorite music results in muscle relaxation,
distraction, and pain relief through reducing the
transfer of pain messages to the central nervous
system.16 In this regard, Mandel et al. (2013)
proposed the use of music therapy for pain
management to be a safe, simple and inexpensive
method in different hospital wards, which could be
incorporated
into
routine
hospital
care.17
Furthermore, Ajori et al. (2012) reported that
listening to music could effectively alleviate labor
pain.18 With respect to the positive effects of music
therapy on sleep quality, Alami et al. (2012) claimed
that music could remarkably enhance sleep quality
in elderly individuals.6 Moreover, cancer patients
could benefit from the combination of music therapy
and progressive muscle relaxation for better sleep
quality.19 On the other hand, findings of Besel
(2006) suggested that music therapy had no
significant effect on the pain intensity of the patients
receiving mechanical ventilation.20 This is similar to
the results obtained by Ghiyasvandian et al.
(2014)21 and Amrollahi et al. (2014), which denoted
no significant effect on the sleep quality of patients
following music therapy.13
It is noteworthy that effective music therapy
requires the selection of familiar, favorite tunes that
are fitting to the cultural values of individuals, which
has been commonly disregarded in previous
studies.22 In a systematic review focusing on the type
of relaxing music, Chi and Young (2011) claimed
that in order to maximize the effectiveness of music
therapy, type of the music must be selected based
on the preference and interest of the patients.23
Considering the demanding condition of burn
patients, importance of pain management and sleep
quality in these patients and conflicting findings in
this regard, this study aimed to evaluate the effects
of patient-selected music therapy on the sleep
quality and pain intensity of burn patients.
2. Methods
2.1. Design
This clinical trial was conducted using a quasiexperimental design with a control group. Sample
population consisted of all the patients admitted in
the burn unit of a hospital in Tehran, Iran in 2015.
2.2. Participants and setting
In this study, Based on the findings of Alami et
al. (2012)6 and using the sample size formula
1-β=0.8,
Z 1-β =0.84,
(S=2.1,
µ 1 -µ 2 =2,
Z 1-α.2 =1.96), sample size of the study was
determined at 25 subjects per each group (total: 50).
Patients were selected via non-randomized
convenience sampling and equally divided into two
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groups of intervention and control (n=25). In the
process of sampling, control subjects were selected
first, and after attaining the sufficient sample size in
this group, convenience sampling was used to select
the patients for the intervention group.
Inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) impaired
sleep quality after burn injuries based on the selfreport of patients; 2) scores of >5 in the Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index; 3) age range of 18-75 years; 4)
no history of drug addiction; 5) avoidance of sleep
and anti-anxiety medications; 6) absence of mental
disorders; 7) second-/third-degree burns, 8-45%
burn injuries or both; 8) no burn injuries in the head
and ears; 9) no hearing impairment and 10)
minimum hospital stay of three nights. Exclusion
criteria of the study were as follows: 1) discharge
from hospital at the time of study; 2) patients with
critical or fatal conditions; 3) death of patients and
4) candidates for skin graft surgery.
2.3. Instruments
Required data of patients were collected through
the review of medical records. Data collection tools
included demographic questionnaires, visual analog
scale (VAS), and Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index
(PSQI).
Demographic data included age, gender, marital
status, history of hospitalization due to burn injuries,
and degree and cause of burn injury. Questionnaires
were completed by the patients with the assistance
of the researcher (based on medical records) during
the first meeting with the patients.
VAS was designed by Lowe and Wewers in
1998 for the assessment of pain.24 This scale is
composed of a 10-cm horizontal continuum, which
is marked within a range of 0-10 (zero: no pain, 10:
highest pain intensity). Patients were asked to rate
their pain intensity by ticking a box on this
continuum. Afterwards, the researcher measured
and recorded the level marked by the patients in
millimeters.25
PSQI was designed by Buysse et al. in 1989.26
This questionnaire consists of 19 items to measure
the quality of sleep in patients within a score range
of 0-3 based on a four-point Likert scale. Options in
PSQI are as follows: never (score zero), once (score
one), and 2-3 times (score three). Moreover, PSQI
has seven subscales, including subjective sleep
quality (one item), delayed sleep onset (two items),
duration of sleep (three items), sleep adequacy (one
item), sleep disturbances (nine items), use of
sedative drugs (one item), and impaired daily
function (two items).6 Total score of PSQI is
calculated by summing up the scores of each
subscale within a range of 0-21. Scores of >5
represent poor sleep quality, and the total score is

interpreted at four levels of favorable (0-5),
moderate (6-10), relatively poor (11-15) and poor
quality of sleep (16-21).9, 21 Validity and reliability of
PSQI have been confirmed in various studies.21, 27
Reliability of this instrument has been reported to be
0.93-0.98 based on the retest method by Izadi
Avanji et al. (2012).28 In our research, reliability of
PSQI was determined in 15 participants, with the
Cronbach's alpha coefficient estimated at 0.80.
2.4. Data Collection
Subjects in the control group received routine
hospital care. In addition to routine care, patients in
the intervention group received music therapy for
three consecutive nights using soft, instrumental
tunes, which were selected based on their personal
interest.
To select the favorite music of the patients, 20
instrumental, authorized tracks (composers: Naser
Cheshm Azar and Mark Stein) were chosen, such
that they would not be highly simulative or rhythmic
to prevent the arousal of depressive or agitated
feelings in the patients. Therefore, soft, melodic
tunes were made available to the patients.21
To conduct the intervention, we used a music
player device and earphones (Sony, Japan). In
order to prevent the possible transmission of
infections through earphones, they were disinfected
with alcohol and the pads were changed after each
use.
For pretest, pain intensity and sleep quality of
patients in the intervention and control groups were
measured during three nights before the intervention
using VAS and PSQI. Following that, patients in the
intervention group received music therapy for three
consecutive nights for 45 minutes before sleep.29
After five minutes of listening to the selected
instrumental tunes of their preference, pain intensity
and sleep quality of the patients were measured for
posttest using the mentioned tools.
In this study, subjects of the control group
received no treatment. However, pain intensity and
sleep quality of these patients were assessed similar
to the intervention group for posttest.
2.5. Ethical considerations
After obtaining the required permit from the
Ethics Committee of the university and officials of
the selected hospital, data collection was carried out.
In order to start sampling, the researcher introduced
himself to the director of the burns unit of the
hospital and identified the eligible subjects.
Objectives and procedures of the study were
explained to the participants, and informed consent
was obtained from all the patients prior to
participation. Moreover, participants were allowed
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to withdraw from the study at any time with no
impact on their treatment process.

were observed between the demographic variables
of the two groups.

2.6. Statistical analysis

According to the information in Table 2, after
music therapy, patients of the intervention group
showed a significant improvement in the general
description of sleep (P=0.004), delayed sleep onset
(P<0.001), duration of sleep (P=0.002), sleep
adequacy (P=1), waking up at night (P=0.032),
soporific drug use (P<0.001), morning performance
(P<0.001), and PSQI score (P<0.001).
According to the results of independent t-test
after the intervention, scores of duration of sleep
(P=0.04), morning performance (P=0.003) and
sleep quality of all the patients in both groups had a
statistically significant difference (P<0.001) (Table 2).
According to our findings, none of the
participants experienced mild pain due to burn
injuries. Furthermore, pain intensity in the
intervention group significantly decreased after
music therapy (P=0.012), and the difference was
statistically significant with the control group
(P=0.046) (Table 3).

Data analysis was performed in SPSS version
18 using descriptive statistics, and independent t-test
was applied to compare the study groups in terms of
sleep quality, pain intensity and age. Moreover,
paired t-test was conducted to compare sleep quality
and pain intensity before and after the intervention.
Evaluation of the differences between the groups in
terms of demographic characteristics (gender,
marital status, history of hospitalization, cause of
burn injuries, and degree of burn) was performed
using Chi-square.
3..Results
None of our participants were excluded from the
study. Demographic characteristics of the patients
are presented in Table 1. According to the
information in this table, no significant differences

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of participants
Group

Intervention

Control

N (%)

N (%)

Variable

P-value

Gender

Male
Female

11 (44)
14 (56)

11 (44)
14 (56)

*1

Marital status

Single
Married
Divorced

9 (36)
15 (60)
1 (5.4)

2 (8)
20 (80)
3 (12)

*0.046

History of hospitalization
due to burn injury

Yes
No

11 (44)
14 (56)

14 (56)
11 (44)

*0.572

Cause of burn injury

Boiling water and steam
Flame
Electricity

13 (52)
8 (32)
4 (16)

6 (24)
16 (64)
3 (12)

*0.068

Degree of burn injury

II
III
II and III

20 (80)
2 (8)
3 (12)

18 (80)
4 (16)
3 (12)

*0.68

Percentage of burn

<10
10-40
>40

2 (8)
14 (56)
9 (36)

1 (4)
16 (64)
8 (32)

*0.769

39.96±13

42.08±15.85

**0.95

Age (year)
M±SD
*Chi-square; **independent t-test
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Table 2. Comparison of sleep quality scores between intervention and control groups
Group
Quality of sleep
General description of sleep

Intervention

Control

Before intervention

After intervention

Before intervention

After intervention

M±SD

M±SD

M±SD

M±SD

1.52±0.79

1.48±0.67

1.88±0.90

**P-value

0.004

Delayed sleep onset

2.28±0.71

**P-value
Duration of sleep

1.6±0.85

2±0.81

Sleep adequacy

1.44±0.48

1.52±0.87

0.451

2.12±0.78

0.005

1.88±0.58

0.064

77.13±55.1

<0.001

0.032
1.48±0.64

2.64±0.76

1.8±0.53
0.008

1.44±0.59

1.68±0.61

<0.001

Total
**P-value

1

1.4±0.84

<0.001

Morning performance

3±0
1

2.24±0.48

**P-value

0.11

3±0

0.041

Soporific drug use

1.56±0.66
0.157

3±0

1.84±0.76

**P-value

0.036

1.44±0.84

1.24±0.86

1

Waking up at night

2.12±0.78
0.223

3±0

**P-value

0.359

1.96±0.50

0.002

**P-value

1.56±0.83
0.538

<0.001

**P-value

*P-value

88±24.1

0.076
73.11±23.1

76.12±4.2

<0.001

0.004

*Independent t-test; **paired t-test

Table 3. Comparison of pain intensity in intervention and control groups
Group
Pain intensity
Moderate

Before
intervention
N (%)
13 (52)

Intervention
After
intervention
N (%)
14 (56)

*P-value

Before
intervention
N (%)
19 (76)

Control
After
intervention
N (%)
14 (56)

Severe

12 (48)

11 (44)

6 (24)

11 (44)

Total

25 (100)

25 (100)

25 (100)

25 (100)

6.13±0.98

6.05±1.14

6.06±0.99

M±SD
*Paired t-test

4. Discussion
According to the results of the present study,
patient-selected music therapy could effectively
improve the quality of sleep and reduce pain
intensity in burn patients. In a study in this regard,
Abolhasani et al. (2005) assessed the effects of
music therapy on the sleep quality of cardiovascular
patients, reporting that monotonous, repetitive
music with a slow rhythm could induce sleep or
relaxation in these patients.30 This is consistent with
the results of the present research, while in the
mentioned study, Abolhasani et al. evaluated the
effects of music therapy on various sleep deprivation
indices (e.g., anxiety and fatigue), which might have
affected the results.
In a meta-analysis, De Niet et al. (2009)
proposed that music therapy could potentially
reduce anxiety and distress before sleep in patients
with chronic sleep disorders.31 In this respect,
findings of Alami et al. (2012) indicated that music
therapy could enhance the sleep quality of elderly
men.6 Although these findings are in line with the

0.012

*P-value

0.817

5.6±0.83

results of the present study, subjects in the study by
Alami et al. did not have burn injuries. Moreover,
intervention in their research was conducted for a
longer period compared to our study, which might
have affected the results.
According to the results obtained by Su et al.
(2013), use of noncommercial music positively
influenced the quality of sleep in patients admitted
in the intensive care unit.32 In the mentioned
research, quality of sleep was assessed using
standard questionnaires and polysomnography,
which might have added to the accuracy of the
findings.
On the other hand, findings of some studies in
this regard have been inconsistent with the results of
the current research. For instance, Chang et al.
(2012) reported that music therapy had no effect on
the sleep quality of adult patients with chronic
insomnia.33 This discrepancy could be due to the
differences in study conditions since the research by
Chang et al. was conducted in a highly controlled
environment, while in the present study, patients
were evaluated under normal conditions.
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Another study was performed by Chan et al.
(2010) to assess the impact of music therapy on the
sleep quality of the elderly, and no significant
difference was observed between the intervention
and control groups,34 which is inconsistent with the
results of the present study. In the mentioned
research, patient-selected music therapy was
implemented only for 30 minutes per week during
four weeks, which differs from the duration of
intervention in our study.
Similarly, findings of a study by Amrollahi et al.
(2014) were indicative of no statistically significant
difference in the mean score of sleep quality
between patients of the intervention and control
groups before and after the intervention.13 This
inconsistency could be attributed to the duration of
music therapy in the mentioned study since the
minimum standard duration for effective therapeutic
music playback has been determined at 30 minutes
by various studies.29
Findings of Koenig et al. (2013) regarding the
positive and negative effects of music therapy on the
quality of sleep in patients with normal sleep quality
were suggestive of no significant difference between
the intervention and control groups.35 Similarly,
Ghiasvandian et al. (2014) denoted that patientselected music therapy could not improve sleep
quality in patients undergoing coronary artery
bypass grafting.21 This discrepancy could be
attributed to factors such as the evaluation of
patients with normal sleep quality, small sample size
and method of intervention. In the present study,
effects of music therapy were assessed by increasing
the duration of intervention, evaluation of patients
with poor sleep quality, and enlarging the sample
size. With respect to the effects of music therapy on
pain relief, Abolhasani et al. (2005) claimed that
through distracting the senses and reducing negative
stimuli, music therapy resulted in pain relief.30
Furthermore, researchers believe that by affecting
the brain and stimulating alpha waves, listening to
music causes the secretion of endorphins, thereby
leading to tranquility and relaxation.36
Consistent with our findings, some studies have
shown that the most important factor in comforting
patients through music therapy is the patients’
interest in the selected music, emphasizing on the
remarkable impact of patient-selected music on the
reduction of pain intensity.22, 23, 37 Therefore,
perception of individuals toward music is largely
involved in the effectiveness of music therapy.38
In another research in this regard, Huang et al.
(2010) concluded that use of music therapy could
significantly decrease pain in patients admitted in
the gastrointestinal ward compared to control
subjects.22 Furthermore, a significant reduction in
the pain intensity of cancer patients was observed

following patient-selected music therapy in the study
by Jassemi et al. (2013).39 Despite the differences in
the disease, type of music, and measurement tools,
these findings are in line with the results of the
present study, confirming the positive effects of
music therapy on the alleviation of pain.
According to a study by Cole et al. (2014),
music therapy played a critical role in the pain relief
of patients after radical mastectomy.40 Although the
sample population in the mentioned study consisted
of breast cancer patients, and McGill pain
questionnaire was the main instrument to measure
pain intensity, the findings are in congruence with
the results of the present study.
Conflicting results have been proposed
regarding the effects of music therapy on the
intensity and severity of pain. For instance, in a
study by Besel (2006) performed on patients with
mechanical ventilation, no significant differences
were observed in the pain scores of patients before
and after music therapy.20 This discrepancy with the
current study might be due to the differences in pain
assessment tools.
One of the limitations of the present study was
patient selection via non-random sampling, which
might have affected the generalizability of the
findings.
5. Conclusion
According to the results of this study, music
therapy is an easy, cost-efficient and practical
method to improve sleep quality and reduce pain
intensity in burn patients. Therefore, it is
recommended that healthcare managers, policy
makers and team members incorporate this
approach into sleep quality management and pain
relief procedures through providing the required
facilities and appropriate training for healthcare staff.
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